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Model Curriculum for a Course on the Built
nvironment and Public Health
raining for an Interdisciplinary Workforce

isha D. Botchwey, PhD, Susan E. Hobson, MPH, Andrew L. Dannenberg, MD, MPH, Karen G. Mumford, PhD,
heryl K. Contant, PhD, Tracy E. McMillan, PhD, MPH, Richard J. Jackson, MD, MPH, Russell Lopez, PhD,
urtis Winkle, PhD

bstract: Despite growing evidence of the direct and indirect effects of the built environment on
public health, planners, who shape the built environment, and public health professionals,
who protect the public’s health, rarely interact. Most public health professionals have little
experience with urban planners, zoning boards, city councils, and others who make
decisions about the built environment. Likewise, few planners understand the health
implications of design, land use, or transportation decisions. One strategy for bridging this
divide is the development of interdisciplinary courses in planning and public health that
address the health implications of the built environment. Professional networking and
Internet-based searches in 2007 led to the identification of six primarily graduate-level
courses in the U.S. that address the links between the built environment and public health.
Common content areas in most of the identified courses included planning and public
health histories, health disparities, interdisciplinary approaches, air and water quality,
physical activity, social capital, and mental health.

Instructors of these courses collaborated on course content, assignments, and evaluations
to develop a model curriculum that follows an active learning-centered approach to course
design. The proposed model curriculum is adaptable by both planning and public health
departments to promote interdisciplinary learning. Results show that students gain
planning and public health perspectives through this instruction, benefiting from active-
learning opportunities. Faculty implementation of the proposed interdisciplinary model
curriculum will help bridge the divide between the built environment and public health
and enable both planners and public health professionals to value, create, and promote
healthy environments.
(Am J Prev Med 2009;36(2S):S63–S71) © 2009 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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century ago, planning and public health pro-
fessionals worked together to protect the pub-
lic’s health and prevent the spread of disease by

eveloping zoning laws to influence the built environ-
ent.1,2 However, the disciplines soon diverged; public

ealth followed a clinical model, and planning focused
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n policy development and physical form. These two
elds are re-converging because many chronic diseases
re associated with both the built environment and the
ndividual behaviors that cumulatively lead to negative
ealth outcomes.3–5

Traditionally, planning and public health are
aught and practiced with little coordination. Most
ommunity-design and transportation-planning deci-
ions are made by urban planners, zoning-board
embers, and city councilors—seldom by public

ealth professionals. Most public health profession-
ls have little contact with planning professionals,
xcept in relatively narrow domains such as water-
nd sewer-infrastructure–review processes. The model
f social determinants of health and environmental
ealth promotion describes health and disease out-
omes resulting from the built environment and
ocial context as well as community-level factors.
hese include infant and child health, obesity, car-

iovascular diseases, diabetes, cancer, injuries and
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iolence, infectious diseases, respiratory health, and
ental health.4

One strategy for improving understanding and com-
unication between the planning and public health

rofessions is the development of interdisciplinary
ourses—undergraduate, graduate, or continuing edu-
ation—that draw faculty and students from both fields.
uch courses could help participants understand the
inkages between the built environment and public
ealth. Additionally, such courses could stimulate an
xchange of ideas and set the stage for continued
ollaboration across fields.

Research by planning and public health profession-
ls in the area of the built environment and public
ealth has been expanding during the past decade.
he Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Active Living
esearch program has provided support to interdisci-
linary research teams of scholars from both fields.6

oreover, professional conferences in both planning
nd public health have offered conference tracks and
pecial sessions on the built environment and public
ealth.
Although planning and public health professionals

ave engaged in this interdisciplinary research and
hese conference sessions, integrative courses on this
opic are not common in either discipline. A 2005
eport on the built environment and physical activity,
o-authored by the IOM and the Transportation Re-
earch Board (TRB), documented existing joint-degree
rograms in planning and public health but found that
ost did not include courses or activities that inte-

rated the content of the planning and public health
elds.7 In 2006, planning and public health presenters
escribed two interdisciplinary courses at the American
ublic Health Association’s annual conference in a
ession titled “Teaching the Built Environment—
ealth Connection.”8 In 2007, the CDC hosted a Public
ealth Grand Rounds broadcast that highlighted the
eed to identify and address place-specific health

ssues.9

Currently, faculty in planning and public health
ecognize the need to equip students with skills that
nable them to interact effectively with other fields.
heir approaches usually take the form of either class

essions that highlight the other discipline or guest
ecturers who offer alternative perspectives. Few
ourses have a distinct focus on integrating knowledge
rom both areas to illuminate how environmental ap-
roaches could reduce the incidence of diseases. Con-
equently, students receive an introduction to concerns
nd opportunities, but they are not fully equipped to
ncorporate knowledge from the other field into prac-
ice. An interdisciplinary curriculum is needed that
ombines course content on the built environment and
ublic health—a curriculum that faculty can adapt to
heir individual and school foci and can customize to fit

heir students’ backgrounds, strengths, and weaknesses. e

64 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
n this paper, six such existing courses are described;
dditionally, our collective experience is utilized to
ropose a model curriculum for a course or course
odules on the built environment and public health,

daptable for use in schools of planning and public
ealth.

xisting Courses on the Built Environment and Public
ealth

n 2007, planning and public health faculty who work at
he intersection of the built environment and public
ealth were contacted to determine whether they

aught courses on this topic. In addition, an Internet
earch was conducted for such courses and their syllabi.
he search engine Google was employed to search for
arious key words and phrases, including built environment
nd public health, planning for healthy cities, GIS and public
ealth, and physical environment and human behavior.
The Internet searches and direct contact with faculty

ocated 11 courses in universities across the U.S. Syllabi
rom these courses were obtained. The objectives de-
cribed in each syllabus and the course topics and
eadings were examined to determine which courses
ddressed the interdisciplinary nature of the links
etween the built environment and public health. Five
ourses were excluded because they focused on narrow
opics rather than on the intersections between the two
isciplines.
The six selected courses were taught at Boston Univer-

ity (BU); Emory University/Georgia Institute of Technol-
gy (EU/GT); the University of California Berkeley
UCB); the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC); the
niversity of Texas at Austin (UT); and the University
f Virginia (UVA). Course instructors were contacted
or additional information, including student enroll-

ent, reading lists, assignments, and evaluation mate-
ials. Since the completion of this review, additional
ourses have been found that otherwise would have
een included in the evaluation (Table 1).

ourse Summaries

able 1 provides an overview of the six courses and the
aculty, students, and disciplinary homes of the courses.
hree of the six courses were taught through planning
rograms (UIC, UT, UVA), and two were taught in
ublic health schools or departments (BU, UCB). The
ixth course (EU/GT) was taught jointly at a school of
ublic health and a planning program, with faculty and
tudents from both schools. Two planning courses were
lso cross-listed with public health and social work
epartments. All courses employed a seminar format,
tructured to include academic and topical readings,
ectures, discussions, oral presentations, classroom ex-

rcises, guest speakers, and off-campus exercises.

ber 2S www.ajpm-online.net



Table 1. Overview of existing courses on the built environment and public health, 2007a,b

BU EU/GT UCB UIC UT UVA

Course name Built environment:
design solutions for
public health

Built environment and
public health

Built environment
and health

Planning for healthy
cities

Built environment and
public health

Healthy communities

Department or
division

Environmental health Environmental and
occupational health/
city and regional
planning

Environmental health
services

Urban planning and
policy

Community and
regional planning

Urban and
environmental
planning

Qualifications of
primary faculty

1. DSc, MCRP
2. MPH, DSc

candidate

1. PhD
2. PhD
3. MD, MPH

MD, MPH PhD, MUPP PhD, MPH PhD, MCP

Course
prerequisites

Urban Environmental
Health or instructor
permission

None None None None None

Cross-listed and
department

No Yes; see above No No Yes; social work Yes; public health
sciences

Number of students
enrolled (year)

18 (2007) 27 (2007) 25 (2007) 16 (2006); 7 (2007) 17 (2006) 21 (2007)

Level of students Graduate Graduate Graduate Graduate Graduate Graduate 43%
Undergraduate 57%

Student disciplines
or majors

Planning: 33%; public
health: 67%

Planning: 37%; public
health: 63%

Planning: 20%; public
health: 80%

Planning: 79%; public
health: 13%;
occupational
therapy: 4%; social
work: 4%

Social work; community
and regional
planning; health
education/promotion;
transportation
engineering;
landscape
engineering

Planning/architecture:
76%; public health:
5%; other (art
history, foreign
affairs, environmental
thought and practice,
Chinese): 19%

Semester hours 4 2 (public health);
3 (planning)

3 4 3 3

aKey faculty members who taught the courses at UT and UCB have left those universities. The UT offering is now available as an online course through Northern Arizona University.
bCourses identified following completion of case studies include 2007 courses at Cornell University Department of Design and Environmental Analysis, Columbia Mailman School of Public Health,
and the University of West Florida School of Allied Health and Life Sciences. New courses on the built environment and health have been initiated in 2008 at the University of Washington College
of Architecture and Urban Planning, Virginia Polytechnic Institute Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, and the Ohio State University City and Regional Planning Program.
BU, Boston University; EU/GT, Emory University and Georgia Institute of Technology; MCRP, Master of City and Regional Planning; MUPP, Master of Urban Planning and Policy; MCP, Master
of City Planning; UCB, University of California Berkeley; UIC, University of Illinois at Chicago; UT, University of Texas at Austin; UVA, University of Virginia
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All six courses were taught at the graduate level; one
ourse enrolled both graduate and undergraduate stu-
ents. Three courses included students primarily from
he home discipline of the instructor; the three others
chieved a greater balance among students from plan-
ing, public health, and other disciplines.

ourse Objectives and Topics

ll courses sought to equip students with the ability to
dentify a problem, evaluate the built environment’s
mpacts on public health, and develop design and
olicy solutions to address public health issues such as
besity, environmental contamination, and social eq-
ity. All required students to think outside their disci-
lines. One course (BU) helped students to identify
esign elements that respond to specific health issues.
ome courses (EU/GT, UIC, UT, UVA) provided a
reater policy- and decision-making focus in which
tudents evaluated the impact of the built environment
n health. Other courses (EU/GT, UCB, UVA) pro-
ided a similar focus but emphasized the concerns of
ulnerable populations (the poor, children, women,
he elderly, the disabled, and minorities) both domestic
nd international.

The courses typically began with an examination of
he historical foundations of planning and public
ealth. This overview was followed by specific topics,

ncluding health disparities, air and water quality, cli-
ate change, physical activity, transportation, social

apital, and mental health. With these topics as a base,
he courses then covered potential solutions for chal-
enges to the built environment and public health,
anging from protecting open space to mitigating
ealth disparities and serving vulnerable populations.
he courses also provided a broad collection of tools
bout which students learned and, in some cases,
pplied locally. Table 2 lists some of these tools, includ-
ng health impact assessments and environmental im-
act assessments.

eadings and Course Assignments

extbooks commonly used in the courses were Urban
prawl and Public Health1 and Neighborhoods and Health.10

n addition, instructors drew journal readings most
requently from the public health field (American Jour-
al of Public Health, American Journal of Preventive Medi-
ine, Journal of Urban Health4,11–15) and from planning-
elated publications and organizations (e.g., Cities, the
RB, the Local Government Commission’s Center for
ivable Communities16–19). Public health journals were
tilized more than planning-related publications be-
ause the former have published the majority of re-

earch in this area and have supported special issues on s

66 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
his topic; planning-related journals only recently have
egun to do so. These readings spanned a variety of
opics, from the history of the two disciplines to trans-
ortation planning and safety to healthcare policy.
ourse readings also included overviews, commentar-

es, theory papers, and technical research reports.
Each course contained several assignments to help

tudents think critically and apply principles while
lending planning and public health perspectives and
ethodologies. In addition to term papers and exams,

ssignments ranged from in-class debates on predeter-
ined topics to field-based data-collection efforts de-

igned to introduce students to empirical research
Table 320).

ourse Logistics

nstructors indicated several obstacles to the teaching
f interdisciplinary courses. Some faculty noted diffi-
ulty in teaching all students at a challenging level
ecause of differences in students’ prior knowledge
nd their grasp of discipline-specific language (terms
nd foundational theories). Achieving a common con-
ext and vocabulary at the beginning of the course
elped resolve these concerns. In some cases, schedul-

ng class meeting times was difficult because of conflict-
ng course times in different disciplines. Location pre-

able 2. Topics and tools presented in six courses on the
uilt environment and public health, 2007a

opic or tool
Courses that included
topic or tool (%)

lanning history/perspective 100
ublic health history/perspective 100
ealth disparities/vulnerable
populations/aging

100

istory of interdisciplinary
approach

83

ir quality, water quality 83
hysical activity and mobility 83
ocial capital and mental health 83
ealthy homes and neighborhoods 67
limate change and sustainable
planning

67

ealth impact assessments 67
lanning design solutions (e.g.,
zoning, preservation)

67

ransportation/traffic
safety/injuries

50

ood/nutrition/food security 50
isasters 33
nvironmental-impact assessments 33
ealthcare system/access to care 33

Topics and tools presented in only one course include schools,
conomics of the built environment, creating and preserving open
pace, sociologic and anthropologic evaluations, public health pro-
otions, urban renewal, revitalization and housing of the poor,

ealth policies, and Photovoice methods.20 (See Table 3 for a
efinition of Photovoice.)
ented some problems, with many classes meeting at a

ber 2S www.ajpm-online.net
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istance on the same campus or on a campus different
rom students’ usual class locations. For courses involv-
ng two institutions, inconsistent academic calendars

ade course scheduling and grading more difficult.
inally, enrollment in courses across colleges within
ne university or across two universities could present
but did not for these courses) tuition implications for

able 3. Selected learning objectives and assignments in six

Learning objective

ocal neighborhood case study
(BU)

To illustrate how buildin
influenced and to eval
effectiveness and susta
design innovations

ampus and neighborhood
walkability audit (EU/GT)

To assess the walkability
and campus settings as
physical activity enviro
home or school

ervice-learning group project
(UT, UVA)

To become familiar with
organizations and thei
improve the welfare of

ctivity diary (UT) To increase awareness o
constraints, and design
movement patterns an
activity

ransit use (EU/GT) To understand opportun
barriers for alternative
systems relying on mas

ewspaper op-ed article or
radio perspective (UCB,
UVA)

To write persuasively abo
contemporary social is
integrating informatio
and present ideas in a
way in a public forum

ebates (UIC) To gain appreciation for
issues related to topics
class

olicy memos (UT, EU/GT) To construct critical arg
present succinct positi
decision-makers

hotovoicea report (UVA) To collect community pe
the feasibility of built e
approaches to remedy
of social capital and m
or other topics

ealthy communities portfolio
(UVA)

To engage in reflective t
what student has learn
semester

Photovoice, an approach developed by Caroline Wang in 1994, en
hemselves with greater voice. It is a method in which participants ta
evelop recommendations and implementation plans—an effective
pproach helps communities identify important issues and develop r
U, Boston University; EU/GT, Emory University and Georgia Institu
f Illinois at Chicago; UT, University of Texas at Austin; UVA, Unive
tudents. o

ebruary 2009
ourse Assessments

ourse assessments were a combination of student
valuations made available by instructors as well as
nstructors’ reflective evaluations following the close of
he class. Students reported that they liked the oppor-
unity to learn from classmates, especially those from

es on the built environment and public health, 2007

Assignment

ctices are
the
ity of

Tour a local neighborhood and answer essay
questions concerning the community’s
urban revitalization plan, using analytic
techniques presented in class

sidential
of
t at

Use existing or newly developed instruments
to collect field data in two or more
settings, in either a residential or campus
environment; gain data-collection
experience and reflect on daily settings
and their walkability, including sidewalks,
barriers, traffic, destinations, and the
presence of others

munity
cess to
munities

Work for the entire semester with a group
of service providers, such as assisting
hurricane evacuees in Austin TX or
developing a resource book for an urban
farm

choices,
ct
sical

Keep a week-long travel diary of pedometer
readings and travel patterns, with critique
of how built environment influenced
travel

and
portation
sit

Follow a round-trip circuit of 8–10 segments
on bus, heavy rail, trolley, and on foot
while monitoring waiting times, ridership
numbers, wayfinding, and relative safety

ideas,
, succinct

Produce oral perspective or op-ed article on
the built environment and health, related
to policy and ethics of popular interest;
read it aloud and distribute to the class
for discussion and critique; submit for
broadcast or publication

emporary
ented in

Debate a topic assigned at beginning of
semester; present pro and con positions,
each followed by 2-minute rebuttals

ts and
educate

Draft two policy memos on built
environment issues directed to decision-
makers at local and state levels

tives on
nment

isparities
health—

Develop recommendations through in-class
Photovoice exercise; evaluate feasibility of
recommendations based on reflections
and assigned readings

ng about
ring the

Present portfolio illustrating the evolution
during the semester of the student’s
thinking about healthy communities, with
narrative discussing lessons and future
applications of the work

conomically and politically disenfranchised populations to express
tures that address a particular topic and share them with others to
share knowledge, thoughts, and beliefs about a given topic. This

mendations on how to make changes.20

Technology; UCB, University of California Berkeley; UIC, University
f Virginia
cours
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f-class collaborative exercises. Students also enjoyed
uest lectures and field trips to broaden their knowl-
dge of issues and interventions affecting the built
nvironment and public health. Students suggested
hat (1) supplementary reading material contain more
epth and different viewpoints, (2) lectures be ex-
anded beyond material found in the readings to

nclude emerging areas of interest, (3) guest-speaker
resentations be better coordinated to build on previ-
us lessons, and (4) a greater mix of lecture and
acilitated discussions be provided so topics could be
xplored in more depth.
Instructors felt that hands-on activities were valuable

xperiential learning components because they rein-
orced readings and lessons from other classes and
ermitted students to engage personally with the ma-
erial. Oral presentations and debates were helpful
ecause they prepared students for public speaking, an

mportant skill for future careers. Faculty found that
aving students from varying disciplinary backgrounds
as a strength, but it also presented challenges. Differ-
nces in terminology, analytical approaches, and writ-
ng styles created, at times, difficulties in building
oundational knowledge across disparate disciplines.21

ore evaluations of the case study and similar courses,
long with evaluations of the courses’ impact on stu-
ent learning, are needed to augment the strengths of
his instruction.

odel Curriculum for a Course on the Built
nvironment and Public Health
onsiderations in Course Design

ased on comments from both students and instruc-
ors, a model curriculum was designed for a course on
he built environment and public health that provides
oth foundational knowledge and learning opportuni-
ies for students engaging in this interdisciplinary ma-
erial. This proposed model course is informed by the
ork of L. Dee Fink, a leader in course design who
rgues that traditional, content-based methods of
eaching are insufficient because they focus on infor-

ation, not transformation, and on teaching instead of
earning. He proposes an integration of situational
actors, learning goals, teaching and interactive-learning
ctivities, and feedback and assessment to accomplish the
raining of self-directed learners.22 Fink’s strategy blends
ontent-centered approaches with learning-centered ap-
roaches through which students engage in critical
hinking, the application of course knowledge to real-
orld problems, and thoughtful reflection. Fink’s ap-
roach also stresses the importance of contextual, or
ituational, factors, such as the difficulty of teaching
tudents who have varied levels of experience and

nowledge. i

68 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 36, Num
In Fink’s method, situational factors are addressed
irectly in the learning goals and activities. These

earning goals and active-learning or collaborative ac-
ivities help build the skills that faculty want students to
ave at the end of the semester. Such activities may

nclude students’ designing a built environment that
cts to decrease the prevalence of a chronic disease or
onducting, in teams, a case study that applies method-
logies from various disciplines to a place-based health
roblem. Feedback and assessment procedures emerge
irectly from the learning goals, and assessment focuses
n the characteristics of high-quality work; students are
lso involved in assessing and determining appropriate
riteria for evaluating their work in preparation for
orking in the field.

ourse Design

ourse objectives from the six existing courses were
eviewed in relation to Fink’s framework and shaped
nto a 15-week model course (Table 44,11,23–42). The

odel course was organized into four units: (1) plan-
ing and public health foundations, (2) natural and
uilt environments, (3) vulnerable populations and
ealth disparities, and (4) health policy and global

mpacts. These units provide an organizing structure
or learning goals, session topics, readings, and assign-

ents (adapted from those in Table 3), and are de-
igned to emphasize active learning. The format pro-
ides flexibility for drawing on the strengths and the
articular interests of faculty and students. Overall, the
ourse sequence is driven by the learning goals and
heir associated content.

Learning goals for the course were developed ac-
ording to Fink’s taxonomy, which includes founda-
ional knowledge (understanding and remembering
nformation and ideas); application (developing skills;
hinking critically, practically, and creatively; and man-
ging projects); human dimensions (learning about
neself and others); caring (developing new feelings,

nterests, and values); learning how to learn (improving
earning skills); and integration (connecting ideas,
eople, and realms of life).22

Unit 1 presents an overview of both fields, from their
rigins to the present. Emphasizing the first learning
oal of foundational knowledge, this unit orients stu-
ents to the core values of both fields and their

nterdisciplinary connections. Unit 2 covers the natural
nvironment and the human impact on its systems of
he application of planning tools that shape the built
nvironment to address chronic illness. A highlight of
his unit is a service-learning group project during
hich students apply tools from environmental plan-
ing, transportation planning, and environmental
ealth to a local issue. Unit 3 emphasizes diverse
opulations, their environments, and associated health
ssues. Students explore the historical, socioeconomic,

ber 2S www.ajpm-online.net
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nd cultural dimensions of these groups; speak persua-
ively about the human side of these dimensions; and
re guided to care about particular issues related to the
atural and built environment from which they can
raft prevention and intervention approaches. Unit 4
nvestigates the impacts of health policies and practices
n the health of the planet. Students gain greater
wareness of ethical considerations in decision making
nd an understanding of how policy decisions socially
nd physically affect systems.

To complete the course, each student submits a
umulative learning portfolio that highlights the final
earning goal: the integration of information with the
tudent’s academic and personal experiences. This

able 4. Learning activities in proposed 15-week model cour

nits Learning goals Sessio

nit 1: Planning and
public health
foundations (2 wks)

Foundational knowledge:
Understand public health and
planning history, evolution, and
important movements to the
present, as well as historical and
current theories on the
relationship between the built
environment and public health

Plann
Public
Interd

nit 2: Natural and
built environments
(6 wks)

Application:
Identify contemporary features of

the built environment such as
patterns of development, parks,
public works projects, housing,
and transportation systems;
employ methods developed by
sociologists, anthropologists,
public health leaders, urban
planners, and architects to
address chronic illnesses and
impacts of the built environment

Land
Plann
Health
Enviro

asse
Indoo

qua
Water
Food

nit 3: Vulnerable
populations and
health disparities (3
wks)

Human dimensions:
Learn about oneself and the

context in which others operate
to better integrate that
understanding when evaluating
differing built environments,
socioeconomic positions, social
and cultural backgrounds, and
health status

Caring:
Adopt new feelings, interests, or

values based on issues addressed
throughout the semester

Vulne
poo
the
and
hea

Menta
Social
Enviro

nit 4: Health policy
and global impacts
(3 wks)

Learning how to learn:
Develop skills to identify studies

and engage communities,
critique methods and findings,
and apply lessons from planning
and public health research to
current and future problems

Health
Sustai

glob
Health

inal (1 wk) Integration:
Integrate current evidence

regarding the impacts of the
built environment on health
with information and
perspectives from other courses
and/or personal experiences

Final

Details of these assignments are described in Table 3.
k, week
ssignment reflects the evolution of the student’s think- p

ebruary 2009
ng about the subject along with the student’s view of
he future of planning and public health disciplines.

Foundational readings for these four units were
ased on two books and 22 articles (Table 44,11,23–42).
rban Sprawl and Public Health1 and Integrating Planning
nd Public Health43 provide a solid foundation for the
evelopment of students’ understanding of the general
oncepts in the four units and offer a further opportu-
ity to delve into specific issues and solutions. Supple-
ental articles describe how the built environment–

ublic health connection has been studied and how
hese studies have resulted in design requirements,
olicies, and funding. These articles also instruct stu-
ents on the varying methods used by different disci-

the built environment and public health

s
Supplemental
readings Suggested assignmentsa

tory
history

ary applications

Dannenberg (2003)11

Northridge (2003)4

Peterson (1979)23

Malizia (2005)24

(1) Local
neighborhood case
study

(2) Campus and
neighborhood
walkability

d transportation
ign approaches
ct assessments
al-impact
s
utdoor air

y

Giles-Corti (2003)25

Evans (2003)26

Friedman (2001)27

Twiss (2003)28

Dannenberg (2008)29

CDC (2005)30

Pucher (2003)31

Lucy (2003)32

(1) Service-learning
group project

(2) Activity diary
(3) Transit use

opulations (the
ren, women,
, the disabled,
ities) and
arities

h
l
al justice

McMillan (2005)33

ICMA (2003)34

Evans (2003)35

CDC (2000)36

Leyden (2003)37

(1) Newspaper op-ed
article or radio
perspective

(2) Debates

y
lanning and

ming
sing

Librett (2003)38

McMichael (2000)39

Saegert (2003)40

Geller (2003)41

Younger (2008)42

(1) Policy memos
(2) Photovoice report

io Healthy communities
portfolio
se on

n topic

ing his
health

isciplin

use an
ing des

impa
nment
ssment
r and o
lity
quality

securit

rable p
r, child
elderly
minor

lth disp
l healt
capita
nment

polic
nable p
al war
y hou

portfol
lines to study the built environment. Useful websites
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hat reference built environment and health issues
nclude those of the American Planning Association,44

he National Association for County and City Health
fficials,45 the CDC,46 the Harvard Center for Society

nd Health,47 Active Living Research,48 and Design for
ealth at the University of Minnesota.49

iscussion

ver the past decade, public and scholarly attention
as increasingly focused on the relationship between

he built environment and public health. However, few
ourses at U.S. universities have been developed to
ddress these issues. This study analyzed six such
ourses, summarizing the assessments of the students
nd the instructors involved in them, and presented a
odel curriculum for use and adaptation in disciplines

elated to planning, the built environment, and public
ealth.
In the proposed course, students are asked—through

he linking of learning goals with course topics, read-
ngs, and assignments—to master materials and skills
n various built environment and health topics, to
ngage personally with issues and problems, and to
ynthesize their thoughts by analyzing problems from
ultiple perspectives and developing innovative solu-

ions. This model curriculum provides opportunities
or students from varying disciplines to gain founda-
ional knowledge and to examine tools associated with
rban planning and public health. Students are chal-

enged to learn such material through extensive read-
ngs, guest lecturers, field-based assignments, data-
ollection activities, and local community involvement.
his curriculum is a framework that faculty can
ustomize according to their interests and resources.
he materials and experiences in the model curric-
lum will assist faculty and students in bridging the
ivide between disciplines, addressing the opportu-
ities and challenges associated with interdisciplinary

raining, and enabling planners and public health
rofessionals to value, create, and promote healthy
nvironments. Expected to be operational by January
009 is a website (faculty.virginia.edu/nbotchwey/
uiltEnvironmentandHealthCurriculum.htm) focusing
n the six courses described in this paper (and others
ubsequently identified); assessment information; use-
ul approaches; and future directions.

he authors thank Marlon Maus at the University of Califor-
ia Berkeley for his contribution of student feedback on his
ourse taught with Richard Jackson.
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his paper.
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